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We will cover:

• What do we mean by quantitative reasoning?
• How is current climate change different?
• Work through a module

• experience what a student would!
• observe pedagogical approaches

• How does the module build quantitative reasoning 
skills?
• Understand how to structure a module and why that 

structure is important. 



What is quantitative reasoning?

Elrod 2014



What is quantitative reasoning?

1. Students use tools to create a visualization, 
conduct an analyses, generate quantitative output. 
(Q skills)

2. Students are compelled to make a 
claim/statement/conclusion, supporting it with 
quantitative evidence and explaining the 
connection. (Q literacy)

3. Students learn about a concept within a 
disciplinary context. (disciplinary knowledge)



Project EDDIE: Climate Change module 
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Questions we will address:

How do we know that human activity is 
contributing to current atmospheric CO2
concentrations?

How do current changes in CO2 compare to 
past, pre-historic, natural changes in CO2?



How fast is CO2 changing?

We will compare 
• current rate of change in CO2 over the last 50 or so 

years 

to

• fastest natural (pre-historic) change over the past 
450,000 years:



Modern datasets come from monitoring stations
like the one in Mauna Loa, Hawaii

https://gml.noaa.gov/ccgg/trends/


How fast is CO2 currently changing?

• Post your results from the pre-workshop activity to 
the Jam Board
• https://jamboard.google.com/d/1_BatG96FBp4xJw

mZdJx7yi53ZidFL5EjzMgqhvhMCvQ/viewer?f=1

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1_BatG96FBp4xJwmZdJx7yi53ZidFL5EjzMgqhvhMCvQ/viewer?f=1


Comparing current climate to past conditions



You’re off on a trip . . . 



• Also go to Google Maps, see the single image there.

Vostok, Antarctica



Steps in taking an ice 
core



Layers tell us the 
number of years 
present

Air trapped in the 
bubbles tells us 
about the 
atmospheric 
composition at that 
point in time.



Core processing



Many climate datasets come are available online 
ESS-DIVE datasets - https://data.ess-dive.lbl.gov/

• Look at data

https://data.ess-dive.lbl.gov/


The ice core CO2 data

age of the gas in the 
bubbles (years
before present)

CO2
concentration 
in the trapped 
atmospheric 
gas (ppmv)



Part C
What is the fastest pre-historic rate of CO2 change?

1. Make a graph of the ice core CO2 data
2. Identify a period of rapid change.
• Feel free to go into a breakout room to talk about what you’re 

doing with other people if you want to.
3. Determine the rate of change during just that period
4. Post your result on the Jam board
5. Write an answer to the overarching question

How do current changes in CO2 compare to past, pre-
historic, natural changes in CO2? 



Overarching questions:

1. How different are current rates of change from 
what we have seen happen in the last 500,000 
years?

2. What does this suggest about whether human 
activity is contributing to current climate change?



Discussion for Metacognitive Reflection

• The Handout sheet has a set of questions that 
relate to how this activity was structured and why 
we did what we did. 
• Post responses on the Jam boards.



Ok, so what did we do here?

Followed the 5E Model for teaching science
1. Engagement
2. Exploration
3. Explanation
4. Elaboration
5. Evaluation



Critical components of teaching with data

• Exploration of a relevant scientific question
• Authentic, publicly accessible data
• Scaffolding as students learn and practice skills
• Opportunities to make increasingly sophisticated 

choices
• Communication of reasoning and results





Flexible with modifications

Additional things that could be done:
• Examine the correlation between CO2 and 

temperature
• Calculate pre-historic temperatures directly from the 

deuterium data
• Incorporate statistical analyses/linear regression
• Do the comparison of rates of change only for 

temperature or only for CO2
• Do a simplified version with the graphs pre-made and 

printed out


